**WATERTOWN (AP) — President Nixon has announced that by the end of the week he will act on the Watergate coverup, a move that could lead to the resignation of his vice president and perhaps the end of his own administration.**

The Watergate scandal, which has engulfed the Nixon administration since 1972, has grown in scope and intensity in recent weeks. The latest development is the resignation of John Dean, the White House counsel, who has admitted that he knew about and participated in the coverup in its early stages.

Dean's resignation follows a series of events that have led to a crisis in the Nixon administration. Last week, the House Judiciary Committee voted to impeach Nixon for obstruction of justice and contempt of Congress. The Senate is expected to follow suit, which would lead to his removal from office.

The Watergate scandal began in June 1972 when five men were arrested for breaking into the Democratic National Committee headquarters in the Watergate complex. The subsequent investigation revealed that Nixon and his aides were involved in a coverup designed to halt the investigation and protect the president from public disclosure of his knowledge of the break-in.

Dean's resignation, which has been called a major victory for the anti-Nixon forces, is expected to bring a wave of resignations from other top White House officials. Vice President Spiro Agnew has already resigned, citing health reasons, and several other officials are expected to follow.

The next major step in the Watergate saga will be the Senate's impeachment trial. If Nixon is convicted, he could be removed from office. If not, he will continue in office, despite overwhelming evidence of his guilt.

Nixon's fate will be determined by the outcome of the Senate trial, which is expected to begin next week.

---

**AP Wire Photo**

President Nixon press conference on Watergate Tuesday March 1, 1972

---

**Nixon fields questions from press on Watergate, energy crisis, election**

WASHINGTON — President Nixon today fielded questions from the press on Watergate, the energy crisis, and the upcoming presidential election.

On Watergate, Nixon said he believed the scandal was over and that the country had done its part. He also expressed confidence in his ability to lead the country through the crisis.

Regarding the energy crisis, Nixon said he was confident the country could weather the shortages. He also announced that he would ask Congress to appropriate $1 billion to help states cope with the crisis.

Nixon also said he was preparing to file suit against the press for its coverage of the Watergate scandal. He said he believed the press was not being fair in its coverage.

On the upcoming presidential election, Nixon said he was confident he could win re-election. He also expressed confidence in his ability to lead the country through the election.

---

**Teaching assistants might receive bargaining rights**

By BRYCE MERRICK

09:02 AM PST

A new bargaining unit could be created for teaching assistants at the University of Iowa, according to a proposal being considered by the university's governing board.

The proposal, if approved, would give teaching assistants the right to negotiate with the university over issues such as pay, benefits, and working conditions. The proposal would also give teaching assistants the right to file grievances and to strike if necessary.

The proposal is being considered by the university's Board of Regents, which is scheduled to vote on it next month. If approved, the proposal would take effect immediately.

---

**In the news briefly**

**Watergate**

WASHINGTON — The Senate Intelligence Committee has launched a new investigation into the Watergate scandal, which has already consumed the Nixon administration.

The committee has already heard testimony from former White House aide John Dean, who admitted his role in the coverup of the Watergate break-in.

Dean's testimony, which was broadcast live on television, has been a stunning revelation for the nation and has led to a wave of demands for Nixon's resignation.

The committee is also expected to call on other key figures in the Watergate scandal, including former Attorney General John Mitchell and former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger.

---

**Nixon Wire photo**

President Nixon press conference on Watergate Tuesday March 1, 1972

---

**Insurance**

A full report on the Watergate scandal, which has already cost the Nixon administration millions, is expected to be released next week.

The report, which is being prepared by the Justice Department, will detail the extent of the Watergate coverup and will likely include evidence of criminal activity.

The report is expected to include evidence that Nixon and his aides conspired to obstruct justice and cover up the Watergate break-in.

---

**Warmer**

It will be a much warmer and sunnier today, with highs in the 80s to 90s. The Stormy Friday will retire tonight and Wednesday as a cooler front moves in. Rain looks possible Thursday.
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The university is willing to consider hiring its own trucking companies to handle the problem of traffic flow at the intersection of broad street and Burlington.

The university says that the proposed number of voters, 1,000, is more than enough to ensure a fair evaluation.

The decision of the court on the matter of the transfer of the city's responsibility for the operation of a parking lot onto the campus was not unexpected, and Huntley said that the university is eager to cooperate with the city in solving the problem.
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Senators vie for seats over issue of mandatory fees

By MAUREEN CONNORS
Staff Writer

Two-year-old University of Iowa student government, under the leadership of two student senators, has.halted an effort to develop a student fee fund for other students, and the administration is considering the issue of mandatory student activity fees.

Debra Cagan, AS, the only senator求on for the Student Senate presidency, is the head of Better Days, a group of 13 student candidates who Cagan says are not being considered a serious political force on campus.

Cagan says that his only interest in student fees came from the establishment of a student activity fund. However, she says she is not interested in becoming senator president. Cagan said, "we're not interested." But she added, "I understand most of the fall was spent trying to build a fund to attract students and help meet some financial needs."

The senate race this year is "in the best interest of the mandatory student activity fees. Without a fee, the mandatory student activity fees may not only be at risk, but that can lead to an increasing surplus of jobs."

Cagan said that although she is "in one side of the issue," the senator president is on the other side. She said that other issues, such as mandatory fees and the parietal rule, they agree with each other. Mulford, however, does not agree with Cagan and the other rumored candidates.

Cagan sees the parietal rule and the student fee as important issues for the student senate. Eighteen students are members of the Progressive Libertarians, and as members of the Senate, they agree with the other students who favor mandatory student activity fees and the parietal rule.

The senator president is the choice of the student senate. The administration is not interested in seeing another student president, but "interested in a more open election," said the other student president.

The Iowa political parties, under the leadership of two student senators, are considering the issue of mandatory student activity fees as an opportunity to ensure that plans take into account the needs of the people in the rural areas. According to Taylor, there is an increasing surplus of jobs in the rural development goals of African governments. Therefore, he said that it is crucial to ensure that the rural development goals of African governments are in line with the needs of the people in the rural areas. According to Taylor, there is an increasing surplus of jobs in the rural development goals of African governments. Therefore, he said that the rural development goals of African governments are in line with the needs of the people in the rural areas. According to Taylor, there is an increasing surplus of jobs in the rural development goals of African governments. Therefore, he said that it is crucial to ensure that the rural development goals of African governments are in line with the needs of the people in the rural areas. According to Taylor, there is an increasing surplus of jobs in the rural development goals of African governments. Therefore, he said that it is crucial to ensure that the rural development goals of African governments are in line with the needs of the people in the rural areas. According to Taylor, there is an increasing surplus of jobs in the rural development goals of African governments. Therefore, he said that it is crucial to ensure that the rural development goals of African governments are in line with the needs of the people in the rural areas. According to Taylor, there is an increasing surplus of jobs in the rural development goals of African governments. Therefore, he said that it is crucial to ensure that the rural development goals of African governments are in line with the needs of the people in the rural areas. According to Taylor, there is an increasing surplus of jobs in the rural development goals of African governments.
Realistic defense figures 'change picture'

In the previous issue of The Daily Iowan, Iowa City, Iowa, we published a series of articles on the defense budget and its impact on the University of Iowa. The articles raised important questions about the role of the military budget and its effect on the University. This week, we bring you a follow-up to those articles as we continue our coverage of the defense budget's impact on the University and the broader community.

In this issue, we explore the University's role in the defense industry and the implications of its involvement. We also discuss the University's financial resources and the impact of the defense budget on the student body. Finally, we examine the effects of the military budget on the broader community and the implications for future generations.

The University of Iowa has a long history of involvement in the defense industry, with many students and faculty members working on projects related to defense research and development. The University has received millions of dollars in federal funding for defense-related projects, and this funding has had a significant impact on the University's financial resources.

However, the University's involvement in the defense industry has raised concerns about its role in promoting military spending and its potential impact on the broader community. Some have argued that the University's involvement in defense research is contributing to the militarization of society and the proliferation of weapons.

In response to these concerns, the University has taken steps to increase its transparency and accountability in its defense-related work. The University has established a Defense Research Oversight Committee to oversee its defense-related projects and to ensure that its work is aligned with the University's mission and values.

The University's involvement in the defense industry has also raised questions about the impact of the military budget on the student body. Many students are concerned about the potential impact of the military budget on their tuition and other costs. The University has taken steps to address these concerns, including increasing its financial aid and scholarship programs.

Finally, the military budget has a significant impact on the broader community. The defense budget is a major source of economic activity, and many jobs in the defense industry are directly tied to the military budget. The University has taken steps to support the local economy and to ensure that its involvement in defense-related work has a positive impact on the community.

In conclusion, the University of Iowa's involvement in the defense industry is a complex issue. While the University's financial resources benefit from its involvement in defense research, many students and members of the broader community are concerned about the potential impact on the University's mission and values.

We encourage readers to continue to follow our coverage of the defense budget and its impact on the University and the broader community. We look forward to continuing our exploration of this important issue in future issues of The Daily Iowan.
Equal Time

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

The campus has been at the helm of a number of controversies, including the recent move to limit the size of dormitories. However, while the move was widely discussed, the actual impact of the change has yet to be seen. Many students are concerned about the implications of the new regulations, particularly regarding the availability of housing.

Zionist "Teach"

I was the week in which Zionism was discussed at length. The focus of the discussion was on the ideology of the Zionists and its impact on modern politics. The practice of teaching Zionism in schools was also examined, with particular attention paid to the role of educators in shaping students' understanding of the subject.

Rape Case

To the Editor:

"A Case of Rape" in last week's issue became a first among many legal cases involving sexual assault. It is a case that has sparked much debate, particularly regarding the rights of the accused and the role of the media in covering such incidents.

Paula Hicks

New religion

To the Editor:

I am writing in response to the article "Zionist "Teach"". I believe it is important to discuss the role of education in shaping students' understanding of Zionism. It is crucial that educators provide accurate, informative, and balanced perspectives on the subject.

Carla Kramer

Dear Mr. Editor:

I would like to thank you for publishing my letter regarding the controversial move to limit the size of dormitories. This issue has been a source of much concern for many students, and it is important to have a platform to express our views.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
Blue grass stars discuss their music

B) HAVEmEALL

As one speaker-backstage said, "The fact Bill Monroe didn't sing, I think, it helps that much anyway with long hair. They should turn the microphone up during the week of recital to see an image of lip. He didn't choose to play on that Circle albums. Wouldn't have anything to do with it. Has no long hair and doesn't.

Standards

Monsieur has been the standard for blue grass music for about 30 years. Handfuls of hands like the Blue Grass Band that opened this summer's show in Harrodsburg and Mendall's great numbers (his recent bluesy- jazz, boppy jazz style, can be heard on the Biltmore album) and on the Dance of the Blue Grass Festival tour. But when you're the standard you don't wish too much the way you set and change, and you stay alive. The way you set and change, and you stay alive.

"You know the old saying, "If you don't do it, you don't leave the house too."

"I can't remember a time when we didn't have a house full of blue grass."

Ampu Audio Warehouse Sales complaint

When the company you do not receive the order, and will not be mailed for another two or three weeks. As it is now, we have to walk around in the intersection with Morgan Road to catch the bus. So we were led to believe that the new service would begin on January 1st. Yet we're still walking down the hill to catch the bus. Can you find out why the change wasn't made?"

We spoke with Dave Morris, superintendent of the city bus system, and he told us that the city had not set a date for establishing routes in your area. In fact, any such announcement would not have been made at all. The article you read probably contained the fact that they were considering route changes.

The city is expanding its bus system. Two new buses are on order, but it is uncertain when they will be delivered. With the addition of new buses to the fleet, or possibly before, it is likely that the existing bus routes will be modified.

Descent!

The lake shown, lying plain, farndoleable landscapes and distant mountain ranges form a prominent scenic area.

Audio Warehouse Sales complaint

Order should arrive soon

About three weeks ago I ordered 18 Winchester Ampro speakers and two Jame's from our speakers from Audio Warehouse Sales in Washington, D.C. I paid for the items and received notice that they were to be shipped in early December. They never arrive. I wrote to the company and ask about the delay, but never received an answer.

I was given the name of Charles W. Dooley, and any package that arrived would have been signed for and sent for. Why would you place contact like this company and use if you can get any speakers or tapes for me?... A.M.

We just received notice that your speakers have been shipped, and if you don't have them by now, you should receive them in a couple of days. Your tapes, apparently, are still in back order, and will be rushed for another few weeks. If you would like a refund, Audio Warehouse has agreed to that request.

We obtained an adequate explanation for the prior delay or failure to respond to your letter. If you do not receive the speakers or tapes as promised, don't hesitate to contact us again.

survival line

Bob Keith

Audio Warehouse Sales complaint

Modification of bus routes?

I am a resident of the West End apartment complex on Monroe Trim Road, and I have a complaint concerning the city bus routes. Last December the City Council made a decision at the fact that the city routes would be changed and that the Monroe bus would stop up to the Trim to pick up passengers. As it is now, we have to walk around in the intersection with Morgan Road to catch the bus.

We were led to believe that the new service would begin on January 1st. Yet we're still walking down the hill to catch the bus. Can you find out why the change wasn't made?... A.M.

We spoke with Dave Morris, superintendent of the city bus system, and he told us that the city had not set a date for establishing routes in your area. In fact, any such announcement would not have been made at all. The article you read probably contained the fact that they were considering route changes.

The city is expanding its bus system. Two new buses are on order, but it is uncertain when they will be delivered. With the addition of new buses to the fleet, or possibly before, it is likely that the existing bus routes will be modified. Any decisions will be made by the City Council. We were told by Harry Schuman, the city's traffic and transportation, that the decision will be announced in the next issue of the newsletter, which should be available in a few weeks.
Silk's musically ambitious LP has personal themes

Manhole

Slick'smusically ambitious LP has personal themes

By RICH ANDRE

The creation of a modern-day rock legend is a subject that has been covered more times than one can count, and this album by Silk is no exception. The album is titled "Manhole," and it is a true reflection of the artist's personal life and struggles. The record is filled with powerful lyrics that touch on themes of love, loss, and redemption.

"Manhole" is the first full-length album by Silk, and it is a reflection of the artist's personal journey. The album is a collection of songs that explore the artist's experiences and emotions, and it is a true reflection of the artist's personal life and struggles.

The album begins with the song "Manhole," which is a powerful statement about the artist's journey. The song opens with the artist's voice, speaking about the lessons he has learned and the challenges he has faced. The lyrics are a true reflection of the artist's personal life, and they are a reminder that life is not always easy.

The album continues with the song "Manhole (Part II)," which is a continuation of the first song. The song is about the artist's determination and his willingness to fight for what he believes in. The lyrics are powerful, and they are a reminder that we must never give up on our dreams.

The album concludes with the song "Manhole (Part III)," which is a总结 of the artist's journey. The song is a reminder that life is not always easy, but it is a journey that we must embrace. The lyrics are a true reflection of the artist's personal life, and they are a reminder that we must never give up on our dreams.

"Manhole" is a true reflection of the artist's personal life and struggles. The album is a powerful statement about the lessons he has learned and the challenges he has faced. The record is a true reflection of the artist's journey, and it is a reminder that life is not always easy, but it is a journey that we must embrace.
Gym official clarifies meet rules

Cyszewski: the ‘hollier guy’

By STEVE HOLLAND
Halfback

After helping Iowa State defeat Minnesota on Saturday night, Bill Cyszewski was asked about what the official had said to him after the game.

"It’s funny," said Cyszewski. "I was so upset after the match that I didn’t even remember what they said.

"It’s true," replied the official. "He gave you exactly the same advice as you did to the other team when you played them.

Normally, Cyszewski is a quiet fellow. But he let the words hang in the air for a moment, as if he wanted to let this one sink in. Then, he went back to the bench, waving at the Iowa State fans, and the crowd roared in appreciation.

Well, Cyszewski had a right to be upset. The officials had called a late penalty on Iowa, a foul that was not even close to call, to give the Hawkeyes an advantage.

In this case, the penalty was called on Iowa, not Cyszewski. But for the Hawkeyes, the penalty was a sign of their determination to come back, and it worked. They scored on the subsequent drive, and the game was tied.

So, Cyszewski’s advice to himself: "Be patient, be quiet, and be prepared."
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CYSZESKI: THE 'HOLIER GUY'

Cyszewski is known for his quiet, unassuming manner. But when it comes to wrestling, he is anything but gentle.

"I’m the holier guy," Cyszewski laughs. "I always try to be respectful, but I’m not afraid to let people know what I think."

"I always try to be respectful, but I’m not afraid to let people know what I think," he said, "even if it’s not the popular opinion."
Any university women interested in participating in any of the three events—softball, tennis and track—should attend the meeting today at 4:30 p.m. in the student lounge of the Student Union.

Softball, tennis and track will be offered during the upcoming sport season and details will be available at the meeting.

If you are interested in attending the meeting or have any additional questions, contact the Women's Physical Education Committee.

More details will be released during the season while being coached by Dave Blaize who will take the tennis players.

Superstars

ROTHONIA, Fla. (AP)—The superlative body of the Superstars, K.Y. Lewis, is designed to look like a man but is what theDean unique concept to decide the best all-around sports student-athlete.

They made their first appearance March 9 and will perform throughout the Southern region. This spring's tour is sponsored by the Panama, Arkansas, and the Associated Press.

These outstanding athletes will perform in the top events of each discipline. But not their specialty. All eight were selected after a two-day, eight-event competition to determine the 16 Superstars.

Points are awarded on a 1-5-10 scale for the top three finishers in each event. Competitors may choose seven of the 16 disciplines, but not their specialty. A $1,000 bonus is awarded for each point.

The first win was given by Dick Anderson, star safety of pro football's champion Miami Dolphins. He got a bonus point for his presence. Three better performances were turned in by the Superstars.

After the first two events, Rod Hoe had points; Anderson III, Joe Montana of the San Francisco 49ers; and Pete Rose of Cincinnati, 6, lent Brandis and Bills 4, and John Elway of the Denver Broncos 3.

Defending Superstars Bob Seagroves, who wore the world's record pole vault, lost his first round and in the third place; again.

Hoe is theyoungest, quarter vaulted at 6 ft. 4 in., and has grown to 6 ft. 7 in. He is the only man to clear the vault of one of football's tallest stars. The 6-foot-10 Hoe also has Superstar 4 on his first round match. Hence Flavio 6-3 and pole vaulted off McPhail's 6-4 in the final three.

The sensation of the tennis tournament was the story, aggregation. Rajh, who wore the Most Valuable Player last year, has never had a racket in his hand until last November. He got a party ball racket and a lot of action in open tennis. Scored the No. 1 player in the U.S. No. 1 in the world at 3-2-3, 1-3-1.

The second win was turned in by Seagroves, who landed with the final five competitors Thursday. Winning the concert was Bob Seagroves, who wore the world's record pole vault and the flattest ceiling for the range.

NIT

NEW YORK (AP) — Pete Carrozzi, chairman of the selection committee of the National Invitation Tournament, and Monday expect the Radisson Square Garden event to be the largest in the tournament's 28-year history.

USC Los Angeles, which will open the event, is the only new team in the field, selected from among 28 applicants who applied for a new post-season basketball tournament.

"We're still in the running for the third time," said Carrozzi, referring to his original group of Associated Basketball (CAA) Basketball Tournament, which made its debut in 1978.

"That is a second-place tournament," Carrozzi contended. "The NCAA wouldn't take us seriously if we didn't.

The Big East Conference is the NCAA and is not going to allow us to do that," he said.

"We're just a year or so levels," said Carrozzi, counting the CAA event will take away some of the most exciting teams who might have considered for NIT spots. "We've been blackballed on the big stage.

"Fortunately speaking, I would love us to be in the NCAA," he said.

The tournament this year will be played at New York's Madison Square Garden. When there, many of our kids will be playing before their home crowd and the atmosphere will be electric.

The NCAA as large fields will be announced Thursday, at which time the NIT will be the first to announce.

This year's NIT will be played in Madison Square Garden and the first time in the tournament's history.

Carrozzi said he is excited about the future of the tournament, which he believes can be a rival to the NCAA tournament.

"If we have the right teams, we can have a great tournament," he said.

The NIT is expected to draw heavy from the list of major conferences, including the Big East, the Big Ten, the Big 12, the SEC and the Mountain West.

The tournament will be the first to be played on March 9 and 10.

The NIT is expected to draw heavily from the list of major conferences, including the Big East, the Big Ten, the Big 12, the SEC and the Mountain West.

Scores are: New Mexico State 79, Brigham Young 61; Southern Mississippi 82, Utah State 72; Northwestern 87, Pittsburgh 83.

The tournament will be played at New York's Madison Square Garden.
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By BRIAN SCHMITZ
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